St. John’s Foundation Stage News
Autumn Term 1 – Friday 20th September 2019

Song of the week

Book of the week

I can see a rainbow fish (to the tune of ‘I
can sing a rainbow)
Red and yellow and pink and green,
And every colour in between.
I can see a Rainbow Fish, see a Rainbow Fish,
Rainbow Fish is seen.

This is a wonderful story of sharing with each other
and realising the worth of true friendship.

Religious Education

We will continue our focus on Respect. How do
we respect other people? What makes us show
respect? The children will continue to produce
their art work for their class Respect display.

Extras
A few reminders this week! The weather is
currently quite changeable and we should be
grateful if you would ensure that your child has
a coat with them daily. Reception children will
also need to bring their book bags daily.
Donations of tissues are very welcome as we
seem to have lots of runny noses!
We thank you for your donations of crackers
and bread sticks; the children are enjoying
these as part of their snack time.

Next week we will
also be…
Maths – focusing on number recognition. Can
we catch the fish and the number in the sea?
Writing – sequencing the story of the Rainbow
Fish and retelling it in our own words. Can we
use pictures from the story to help us?
Can we write our names with support? Can we
explore cursive script?
Phonics – focusing on assessing knowledge of
initial sounds and carrying out various activities
on the following sounds: s,a,t,p.
Finger gym –practising our cutting skills and
learning to cut around and along different lines.
Creative – using our fingers to print scales on
fish to make a display of the Rainbow Fish.
Outdoor learning – focusing on movement
and physical development with the use of the
climbing frame and the balance bikes.

